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ABSTRACT. Background:  The information exchange process within the supply chain management is considered key 

to managing physical product flow and improving cost and service performance of enterprises. There are many different 

types of information that can be shared within the supply chain. In some cases, the information shared has to be strongly 

secured. 

The aim of the paper is to prepare appropriate models and design of the RFID-based access control system, as well as its 

architecture, including the domain model, requirements, business process models, and user interfaces.  

Methods: The paper presents the concept and design models of the access control system for RFID-tagged documents in 

supply chain management. The system architecture and design models, including the domain model, requirements, 

business process models, and user interfaces were described. 

Results: The access control system allows to assign privileges to particular persons or groups of persons for specific 

documents. When implementing the processes related to the handling of documents, the required privileges are verified. 

Existence or lack of such privileges affects further development of such processes.  

Conclusions: The module of privileges (using the functionalities of the Aurea BPM and Archer-DMS systems) including 

the user authorization to handle the documents at different sensitivity levels was developed. 

Key words: modeling, business process management, business analysis, RFID, access control. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In supply chain management, the 

information exchange process is considered 

key to managing physical product flow and 

improving cost and service performance of 

enterprises [Lai, Wong, Lam, 2014]. 

For competitive advantages, many 

companies have now focused more on their 

supply chains and hence thought of ways to 

improve their supply chain management. 

A supply chain stays connected by information 

flow, finance and material, suppliers, 

producers, retailers, distributors and customers. 

Information sharing in the supply chain 

may bring a number of benefits to enterprises. 

For example, the products match the 

consumer’s demand more closely, thus, the 

market changes may be anticipated. The broad 

use of advanced information technologies in 

supply chains, such as Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) and Web technologies, 

demonstrates that organizations have come to 

substantiate the importance of integrating 

information. 

Actually, many supply chain-related issues 

arise due to the lack of sharing information 

within the members of a supply chain. 
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Stadtler defines the Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) as an act of sharing 

material, information and financial information 

within organizational units so as to meet the 

customers’ needs and hence strengthen the 

entire supply chain. 

The supply chain may be described as 

a series of organizations that may be involved 

in different processes and activities to produce 

products and services for ultimate customers, 

both upstream and downstream. Therefore, the 

supply chain is made up of a number of 

companies including suppliers, distributions 

and end-customers. 

The supply chain management is aimed at 

achieving certain objectives, such as 

improvement of customer satisfaction and 

service as well as increase of competitiveness. 

The supply chain management also aims at 

lowering the costs and resources involved in 

the creation of products as well as improving 

their efficiency and effectiveness. SCM also 

focuses on reducing inventory levels and 

respective costs, increasing profits and 

improving cooperation. 

The manufacturing sector plays a key role 

in supporting economic development. To 

survive in today’s global economy, 

manufacturers definitely need to rethink their 

approach to cooperation and hence provide 

ways of sharing current information within 

various enterprises. However, providing the 

software and hardware alone is not sufficient. 

The members should have the willingness to 

participate in information sharing activities. 

Nowadays, enterprises do not operate alone; 

they have now been networked to many other 

partners. 

Information sharing means distributing 

useful information for systems, people or 

organizational units. To enhance the results of 

information sharing, organizations should 

answer four main questions: First, we ask what 

to share, then, whom to share it with, how to 

share, and finally when to share. The quality of 

answers will help to avoid redundancy, reduce 

sharing costs and improve responses. The term 

‘Information Sharing’ can also be referred to 

as the ‘Knowledge Sharing’ or ‘Information 

Integration’. There exists a myriad of 

information in the supply chain, such as 

logistic, business, strategic, tactical and much 

more. 

The impact of information sharing on 

supply chains has become more significant 

with recent advances in Information 

Technology (IT). Furthermore, some 

investigations have been conducted to focus on 

the impact of information sharing on the 

product quality. However, there is still room 

for further studies to clarify exactly how and 

what information should be shared and the 

beneficial effects on quality improvement 

[Lotfi, Mukhtar, Sahran, Zadeh, 2013]. 

There are many different types of 

information that can be shared within the 

supply chain, including logistics, business, 

strategic, tactical, etc. Some familiar types of 

Information may be categorized as Inventory 

Information, Sales Data, Sales Forecasting, 

Order Information, Product Ability 

Information, Exploitation Information of New 

Products, and other information. 

In some cases, the information shared has to 

be strongly secured. Some classified 

documents, often in paper form, have to be 

shared in the supply chain management 

[Madenas, Tiwari, Turner, Woodward, 2014, 

Kobayashia, Tamakia, Komoda, 2003, Liua, 

Zhangb, Hu, 2005]. These documents may be 

the subject of the RFID-based access control 

system. 

The paper considers the problem of 

modeling and design of the RFID-based access 

control system. Subsequent chapters describe 

the system architecture and design models, 

including the domain model, requirements, 

business process models, and user interfaces. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A perspective of the module of privileges is 

shown in the following diagrams (Figure 1, 

Figure 2).  The diagrams define the boundary 

of the module as well as the scope of data, 

which will be exchanged with external systems 

and databases. 
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The following diagram shows logical 

architecture of external interfaces of the system 

of the document lifecycle management. One of 

the system elements will be the module of 

privileges using some components of the 

workflow systems - Aurea BPM and Archer-

DMS. All data concerning the privileges 

assigned to documents in Aurea BPM and 

Archer-DMS will be stored in separate Oracle 

databases. 

 

 
Source: own elaboration 

 

 Fig. 1. Perspective of the module of privileges 

 Rys. 1. Perspektywy modułu przywilejów      
 

 
Source: own elaboration 

 

 Fig. 2. Logical architecture of the privileges module 

 Rys. 2. Architektura logiczna modułu przywilejów      
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Table 1. Description of components of the logical architecture diagram 

Tabela 1.  Opis składowych diagram architektury logicznej 

 

Element Type Description 

Document flow management 

system 
System 

Electronic system for managing lifecycle of the documents at different sensitivity 

levels. 

 

Privileges module System module 
Designed privileges module. Aurea BPM and Archer-DMS workflow systems will be 

used for the module. 

Aurea BPM System module 
Workflow system allowing management and automation of business processes in the 

office. 

Archer-DMS System module System responsible for the document management (paper and electronic). 

Database server Database server Oracle database server 

Aurea BPM database  Database 
Database with user privileges to documents, assigned from the Aurea BPM system 

level 

Archer-DMS database Database 
Database with user privileges to documents and privileges assigned to documents in 

Archer-DMS system 

CrossTalkAppCenter System System for tracking the RFID-tagged objects 

RTLS InfrastructureApp 
System 

component 

Component joining the RFID/RTLS physical devices with an application responsible 

for business logic  

The component captures location events from RFID/RTLS and sends the information 

on the location of the RFID-tagged objects to other systems.  

Device Management App 
System 

component 

Administrative tool for configuration of the RFID/RTLS physical devices, 

configuration of messages exchanged between them and monitoring of the work of 

such devices. 

Cosmos System 
System for managing the printing and copying of the documents by using the printing 

and copying office equipment. 

IRtlsData Interface 

Web service interface for handling RTLS (Real-timelocating system) events generated 

by CrossTalkAppCenter on the basis of the information from the devices used for 

tracking the RFID-tagged objects 

The interface is responsible for integrating the document lifecycle management system 

with CrossTalkAppCenter in terms of handling RTLS (Real-timelocating system) 

events generated by CrossTalkAppCenter on the basis of the information from the 

devices used for tracking the RFID-tagged objects. 

The interface will allow to send the RTLS events.  

IPrintControl Interface 

Web service interface for managing the printing and copying of the documents by 

using the printing and copying office equipment, including: 

verification of the user privileges to print or copy various documents, 

registration of events related to the printing and copying of the documents, 

registration and saving of the scanned documents (PDF files) in the database of the 

document lifecycle management system. 

GUI Interface 
Graphical user interface of the document lifecycle management system used for the 

documents of different sensitivity levels, available from any web browser 

CrossTalk GUI Interface 

Graphical user interface allowing configuration and administration of the infrastructure 

of the RFID/RTLS physical devices. The interface also allows the monitoring and 

visualization of the RFID-tagged tracking objects.  

Cosmon GUI 

 
Interface 

Graphical user interface allowing the configuration of the workflow process for 

managing the printing and copying of the documents by using multifunction devices. 

 

 

 

The system will be compatible with other 

external systems, such as CrossTalk 

AppCenter and Cosmos. The integration will 

be made through appropriate program 

interfaces (Web service). The document flow 

management system will be also equipped with 

a graphical user interface (GUI) available from 

a web browser. The CrossTalkAppCenter and 

Cosmos systems also have user interfaces 

allowing their management and configuration. 

MAIN FEATURES OF THE ACCESS 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

The main functions of the privileges 

module are the following: 

1. document access control for persons with 

appropriate level and scope of privileges, 

2. registration of new privileges assigned to 

users, 
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3. change of user privileges to handle the 

documents of different sensitivity levels, 

4. storage of the information about the 

privilege level and scope for each 

document and each user, 

5. management of privileges stored in the 

system, 

6. registration of new users in the Aurea 

BPM and Archer-DMS systems, 

7. control of the flow of media as well as 

classified and unclassified documents 

between different security zones, 

including the control of user privileges to 

classified and unclassified information, 

8. protection of media and documents 

against unauthorized dislocation, 

9. protection against multiple copying of the 

classified and unclassified documents, 

10. control of the printing of the classified 

and unclassified documents with a limited 

number of copies, 

11. identification of location of a single 

classified and unclassified document, with 

accuracy of the determined location of a 

folder or volume.  

USERS OF THE ACCESS CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

The privileges module was created to 

control access to records kept in the Secret 

Office by the employees. The employees of the 

Secret Office are the users of the system and 

hence the users of the privileges module.  The 

role of an ordinary employee and administrator 

responsible for the system control in the Secret 

Office was distinguished. The system will be 

also compatible with other external systems, 

such as Cosmos and CrossTalk AppCenter. 

 
Source: own elaboration 

 

 Fig. 3. System users 

 Rys. 3. Użytkownicy systemu    
   

 

USE CASES 

Basic functionalities to be provided by the 

document lifecycle management system are 

presented in the UML diagrams showing use 

cases [Waszkowski, Chodowska, 2012]. Due 

to the size of such diagram, it was divided into 

two parts. The first part describes use cases of 

the module of privileges in terms of handling 

the connection between CrossTalk AppCenter 

and Cosmos (Fig. 4). 

Another part of the diagram shows use 

cases developed with respect to the 

management of privileges assigned to users for 

the purpose of handling the documents as well 

as privileges and classification assigned to 

documents (Fig. 5). 
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Source: own elaboration 

 

 Fig. 4. Model of use cases 

 Rys. 4. Model przypadków zastosowania    

 
 

Table 2. Description of use cases - part 1 
Tabela 2.  Opis przypadków zastosowan – część 1 

 

Use case Description 

Analysis of the flow of media and 

documents 

The system allows analyzing the flow of media and documents within a single security zone as 

well as within different zones of the office.   

Identification of location of the documents 

The system enables the user to identify the location of the RFID-tagged media or documents 

within the area of the office. It is possible to locate the documents with accuracy of the location 

of the folder or volume.  

Location of media and documents 
The system allows to accurately locate the media or documents within the security zones in the 

office. 

Monitoring of dislocation of media or 

documents 

The system monitors and registers any changes of location of the media and documents within 

the office on an ongoing basis. 

Handling of events in CrossTalk The system allows to receive events from CrossTalk.  

Response to unauthorized dislocation 

The system will react to unauthorized dislocation of media or documents. The manner of the 

system's response will be determined at a later date (a model reaction of the system may be to 

send an appropriate alert message informing about a breach of security). 

Registration of the history of changes in 

the location of medium or document 

The system registers the history of changes in the location of media and documents, including 

the information on the users who downloaded them. 

Registration of copies of paper documents 
The system allows to register the copies of the RFID-tagged paper documents as subsequent 

copies. 

Registration of metadata of the documents The system allows to register metadata of the classified and unclassified documents. 

Registration of objects in CrossTalk 
The system ensures the sending of the information related to the registration of the new RFID-

tagged object in the CrossTalk system.  

Registration of entry to the office The system registers entry of the document or medium to the RFID-tagged area of the office. 

Registration of entry to the zone The system registers entry of the document or medium to the RFID-tagged zone in the office. 

Registration of exit from the office The system registers exit of the document or medium from the RFID-tagged area of the office. 
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Use case Description 

Registration of exit from the zone The system registers exit of the document or medium from the RFID-tagged zone in the office. 

Verification of the user's privileges 

The system allows to verify the privileges of a given user to the document or types of the 

documents.  The privileges will include, among other things, printing, copying, relocating 

documents within the zones of the office.  

Saving of electronic copies of the 

documents 

The system allows to save electronic copies of the documents from the copying devices in the 

office in the database. 

Management of printing of the documents The system allows to manage the printing of the classified and unclassified documents. 

Management of copying of the documents The system allows to manage the copying of the classified and unclassified documents. 

Tracking of changes in the location of 

media and documents 

The system automatically tracks and detects any changes in the location of the media and 

documents resulting from their relocation. 

Response to unauthorized actions 
The system will prevent any unauthorized actions of the users. A user's attempt to perform an 

action without authorization should be instantly banned and signaled in an appropriate message.  

 

 

 

 

 
Source: own elaboration 

 

 Fig. 5. Model of use cases 

 Rys. 5. Model przypadków zastosowania    
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Table 3. Description of use cases - part 2 
Tabela 3.  Opis przypadków zastosowan – część 2 

 

Use case Description 

Registration of the documents in Archer-

DMS system 

Each new document provided or created in the office will be registered in the Archer-DMS 

system. During registration, the documents are given appropriate classification and privileges. 

Removal of the documents from the system 
It is possible to remove the documents registered in Archer-DMS system. Removal of the 

document from the system will entail removal of all privileges assigned to this document. 

Edition of data of the document registered 

in Archer-DMS system 

The users will be able to edit data of each document registered in the Archer-DMS system 

provided that they have been authorized to do so.   

Change of the confidentiality clause and 

scope of the document privileges 

The authorized users will be able to change classification of the document and privileges to 

handle it. 

Registration of classification and scope of 

the document privileges 

All changes related to the documents will be registered in Archer-DMS and Aurea BPM 

systems. The above-mentioned changes include: entry of a new document into the system, 

edition of the document, removal of the document. Each change will affect the privileges and 

classification of the documents.  

Saving of privileges to the database 

All changes in the privileges and classification of the documents as well as privileges of the 

users will be saved in the Oracle database. The privileges should be saved in both databases of 

the Aurea BPM and Archer-DMS systems. 

Saving of privileges of the users in the 

Aurea BPM database 
All changes in the user privileges should be saved in the Aurea BPM database. 

Saving of privileges of the documents in 

the Aurea BPM database 
All changes in the document privileges should be saved in the Aurea BPM database. 

Saving of privileges of the user in the 

Archer-DMS database 
All changes in the user privileges should be saved in the Archer-DMS database. 

Saving of the document privileges in the 

Archer-DMS database 
All changes in the document privileges should be saved in the Archer-DMS database. 

Motion for Certificate of Cryptographic 

Access Authorization 

To obtain authorization to handle the documents, the user should file a motion in the Aurea BPM 

system. In the motion, the user should specify to which document it wants to have access 

authorization and what kind of privileges it actually needs.  The user will obtain privileges once 

the motion has been considered favorably.  

Creation of account in Aurea BPM 

When filing the motion for access authorization to documents, the employee should have an 

account in the Aurea BPM system. If the employee does not have such account, it may file the 

motion from a temporary account after being assigned an appropriate token.  In such case, the 

employee includes in the motion a need for creating the aforementioned account.  The 

information about the need to create the account should be sent to the System Administrator in 

the Secret Office.  The Administrator will create such account and further steps of the process 

related to the submission of the motion will be undertaken by the user from his/her account. 

Motion for changing privileges of the 

Certificate of Cryptographic Access 

Authorization  

The user who is already authorized will be able to file a motion for changing his/her privileges. 

The change of privileges will be effectuated once the motion has been considered favorably. 

Verification of a possibility of granting the 

Certificate of Cryptographic Access 

Authorization  

Duly authorized users responsible for considering the motions for the Certificates of 

Cryptographic Access will be able to verify whether the granting of privileges to handle the 

documents is justified.  

Registration of the level of authorization 

must be in accordance with the identity 

documents used by the user.  

All privileges assigned to the user should be in compliance with the identity documents used by 

the users. The documents are issued by appropriate bodies.  

Registration of user authorization to handle 

documents 

Favorable consideration of the motion for the Certificate of Cryptographic Access Authorization  

or change of authorization will result in the registration of new privileges to handle the 

documents.   

Registration of authorization to take the 

documents outside the office  

The authorization to take the document outside the designated area of the office will be 

registered. Taking the documents outside the office will be possible only in case of the users 

who have cards with the RFID chip, where the user IDs are recorded.  The use of the card on an 

appropriate reader should allow to read from the authorization system. 

Registration of privileges to take the 

documents outside the zone 

The authorization to the document outside the designated zone will be registered. Taking the 

documents outside the designated zone will be possible only in case of the users who have cards 

with the RFID chip, where the user ID is recorded. The use of the card on an appropriate reader 

should allow read from the authorization system. 

Registration of privilege to copy 

documents 

The authorization to copy the documents will be registered. The documents may be copied only 

by the users who have cards with the RFID chip, where the user ID is recorded. The use of the 

card on an appropriate reader should allow read from the authorization system. The RFID 

readers will be mounted on photocopiers. 

Registration of privilege to print 

documents 

The authorization to print the documents will be registered. The documents in electronic form 

may be printed only by the users who have cards with the RFID chip, where the user ID is 

recorded. The use of the card on an appropriate reader should allow read from the authorization 

system. The RFID readers will be mounted on printers. 
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Use case Description 

Removal of the user from the system 
Each registered user may be removed from the system. The removal of the user from the system 

will result in the removal of his/her authorization to handle the documents.  

Cancellation of the Certificate of 

Cryptographic Access Authorization  

The user may file an appropriate motion to cancel the Certificate of Cryptographic Access 

Authorization . It will change the user's privileges. 

Cancellation of user authorization to 

handle the documents 

Removal of the Certificate of Cryptographic Access Authorization or user's account causes the 

removal of the user's privileges. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper outlines the concept and design 

models of the access control system for the 

RFID-tagged documents in the supply chain 

management. The research was performed as 

part of the second R&D project no. DOBR-

BIO4/006/13143/2013. 

As part of the implementation of this 

project, the module of privileges including the 

user authorization to handle the documents at 

different sensitivity levels was developed. The 

level of privileges should be confirmed by 

appropriate certificates issued by relevant 

authorities. The designed module of privileges 

will use the functionalities of the Aurea BPM 

and Archer-DMS systems. Within the 

framework of the privileges module, the 

information on the level and scope of 

privileges to each document and each person 

handling the documents is stored in the system. 

As part of further research, to facilitate 

proper functioning of the privileges module, 

the document flow processes in terms of 

receiving and accepting motions for granting 

privileges will be designed and implemented.  
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SYSTEM KONTROLI UPRAWNIEŃ DO DOKUMENTÓW W OPARCIU 
O RFID W OBRĘBIE ŁAŃCUCHA DOSTAW 

STRESZCZENIE. Wstęp: Proces wymiany informacji w obrębie łańcucha dostaw jest używany za kluczowy czynnik 

w przepływie materiałów jak również dla poprawy jakości zarządzania kosztami i poziomem obsługi klienta 

w przedsiębiorstwie. Istnieje kilka różnych typów informacji, których wymiana następuje w obrębie łańcucha dostaw. 

W niektórych przypadkach informacja ta musi być szczególnie chroniona. 

Celem tej pracy było przygotowanie odpowiednich modeli oraz zaprojektowanie systemu kontroli dostępu w oparciu 

o technologię RFID jak również jego architektury, w tym modele domeny, wymagań, modelu procesu biznesowego oraz 

interfejsów użytkownika.  

Metody: Zaprezentowano koncepcję oraz modele projektowe systemu kontroli dostępu w oparciu o technologię RFID 

w zarządzaniu łańcuchem dostaw. Opisano architekturę systemu i modele projektowe w tym modele domeny, wymagań, 

modelu procesu biznesowego oraz interfejsów użytkownika. 

Wyniki: System kontroli dostępu umożliwia nadawanie uprawnień poszczególnym użytkowników lub ich grupom 

dostępu do poszczególnych dokumentów. W trakcie realizacji procesów pozyskiwania dokumentów, następuje 

weryfikacja uprawnień. Brak tych uprawnień ma wpływ na dalsze postępowanie w trakcie analizowanego procesu. 

Wnioski:  Opracowano moduł uprawnień (przy zastosowaniu funkcjonalności systemów Aurea BPM oraz Archer-DMS), 

w tym autoryzacji użytkownika, w celu zarządzania dostępem do dokumentów na wymaganym poziomie. 

Słowa kluczowe: modelowanie, zarządzanie procesem biznesowym, analiza biznesowa, RFID, kontrola dostępu 

KONTROLLSYSTEM FÜR BEFUGNISSE UND DAS RECH AUF DEN 
ZUGANG ZU DOKUMENTEN IN ANLEHNUNG AN DIE RFID-
TECHNOLOGIE  INNERHALB EINER LIEFERKETTE 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Einleitung: Der Prozess des Informationsaustausches innerhalb einer Lieferkette wird als ein 

Schlüsselfaktor im Materialfluss und auch bei der Verbesserung der Qualität von Kosten-Management und Kunden-

Service im Unternehmen angesehen. Es bestehen einige Typen von Informationen, deren Austausch innerhalb der 

Lieferkette zustande kommt. In manchen Fällen muss die Information besonders geschützt werden.  

Das Ziel der Arbeit war es, entsprechende Modelle für den Datenschutz auszuarbeiten und ein System für die Kontrolle 

des Zugangs zu Dokumenten in Anlehnung an die RFID-Technologie und dessen Architektur, darunter Domäne-Modelle, 

Anforderungen, Modell des Business-Prozesses und die Interfaces des Anwenders, zu projektieren.   

Methoden: Es wurde ein Konzept und die Projekt-Modelle für das System für die Kontrolle des Zugangs zu 

Dokumenten in Anlehnung an die RFID-Technologie im Lieferketten-Management projiziert. Dabei betrachtete man die 

System-Architektur und die Projekt-Modelle, darunter die Modelle für die Domäne und Anforderungen, das Modell des 

Business-Prozesses und die Interfaces des Anwenders.   

Ergebnisse: Das Kontrollsystem für den Zugang zu Informationen und Dokumenten ermöglicht die Erteilung von 

Befugnissen zum betreffenden Zugang für einzelne Anwender und deren Gruppen.  Während der Prozesse der 

Gewinnung von Dokumenten kommt die Verifizierung von Zugangsbefugnissen zustande.  

Fazit:  Zwecks eines optimalen Managements des Zugangs zu Dokumenten auf dem erforderlichen Niveau wurde ein 

Modul für die betreffenden Befugnisse (unter Anwendung der Funktionalität der Aurea-BPM- und Archer-DMS-

Systeme), darunter ein System für die Autorisierung von Anwendern, ausgearbeitet. 

Codewörter: Modellierung, Management von Business-Prozess, Business-Analyse, RFID, Zugangskontrolle  
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